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 Executive Summary 

 

In the following, two companies and their strategic positions within the coffee consumer 

goods industry will be described. The focus lies on Nestlé and its competitor Kraft Foods.  

As coffee is one of the most popular products worldwide, this is a very demanding business. 

It is necessary to provide high quality products, especially when working in the more affluent 

segments like Nestlé and Kraft Food do. Several political, economic, social, technical, 

environmental and legal aspects have an impact on the industry branch they are operating 

in.  

In addition, there is not only a differentiation in Robusta and Arabica coffee, but also in filter 

coffee, portioned and non-portioned soluble coffee. To satisfy the diverging needs of all 

customers, different strategies are applied to gain more market share.  

In this report it is examined how those companies operate in the specific business context, 

what they have in common and where they differ. Furthermore, an analysis of the industry 

attractiveness, of the market segmentation and value chain and an overview of resources 

and capabilities are part of this paper. After intense research we were able to draw 

conclusions about their strategic positions and what Nestlé could do to improve its strategic 

position.  
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1. Introduction  

 

As we all attend the course “International Business Strategy “, we have the opportunity to 

work on a project dealing with a strategic analysis of two corporations. In this context we are 

a fictive business unit of Nestlé.  

We decided to focus on companies from the consumer goods industry, particularly from the 

coffee industry (industry group: “2095 Roasted Coffee”1).  

We chose the Swiss company Nestlé as our main corporation and the US American 

company Kraft Foods as its major competitor.    

In order to compare and contrast their strategic positions, we applied several analytical tools, 

for example the Environmental Analysis as a Basis for Competitive Advantage or Porter’s 

Five Forces Model. Researching on the companies’ backgrounds, their strategies, resources 

and capabilities and the general conditions of the coffee industry, we could get an insight into 

the current situation. Finally, we also figured out some suggestions for future strategic 

actions of Nestlé.  

 

2. Nestlé SA versus Kraft Foods, Inc. 

Nestlé is a Nutrition, Health and Wellness company and the biggest food corporation in the 

world with its largest market in Europe. The headquarters is based in Switzerland, the 

company´s home country2. The turnover in 2009 was approximately $95 billion3, from which 

17.5% were generated by beverage sales4. Nestlé has 29 billionaire brands altogether, 

including Nespresso and Nescafé.5 

                                                 
1 “United States Department of Labor” Retrieved 6th June 2010.   
<http://www.osha.gov/pls/imis/sic_manual.display?id=475&tab=description> 
2 “About Nestlé” Retrieved 5th June 2010 <http://www.nestle.com/AllAbout/AllAboutNestle.htm>.  
3  “Nestlé mit weniger Gewinn und Umsatz” Published 19th February 2010.  Retrieved 21st April  2010.  
<http://derstandard.at/1266540953917/Nestle-mit-weniger-Gewinn-und-Umsatz> 
4 “Nestlé Annual Report” Retrieved 7th June 2010. Pages 22 and 23.   
<http://www.nestle.com/InvestorRelations/Reports/ManagementReports/2009.htm> 
5 “Report on Nestle Research: Vision, Action, Value Creation ”Retrieved 5th May 2010. Page 26.  
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/NestleResearchHome.htm> 
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Kraft Foods is the world´s second-largest food company. The corporation is based in the 

USA, its biggest market. The turnover in 2009 was about $50 billion6, whereas 13% of its net 

revenue was generated by coffee production7. Kraft Foods has 11 billionaire brands, two of 

them being coffee brands Jacobs and Maxwell House8.  

Nestlé only has two coffee brands, whereas Kraft´s coffee business consists of nine different 

brands. To make our further analysis more understandable we created a list of Nestlé´s and 

Kraft´s brands (Figure 1). At Nestlé we also differentiate between the Nescafé product 

variations. Nestlé´s two coffee brands are Nescafé and Nespresso. Nescafé, the non-

portioned soluble coffee, can be further divided into product groups: Nescafé Cappuccino, 

Nescafé Classic and Decaff, Nescafé Gold and Nescafé Green Blend. Nescafé Dolce Gusto 

and Nespresso are the coffee capsule systems from Nestlé and Krups9.  

Kraft´s non-portioned coffee brands are Carte Noir, Gevalia, Grand Mère, Jacobs, Kenco, 

Onko and Maxwell House. Furthermore, Kraft has a brand of single-served coffee pads 

called General Foods International and a coffee capsule system in cooperation with Bosch, 

called Tassimo10.  

 

3. Context 

3.1 Environmental Analysis as a Basis for Competitive Advantage 

 

This analysis gives a short overview of the different factors that have an impact on the work 

of coffee companies within that particular industry. In the following, political, economic, 

social, technical, environmental and legal aspects will be described.  

 

                                                 
6 “Investoren. Kraft Foods” Retrieved 2nd May 2010.  
<http://www.kraftfoods.de/kraft/page?Mid=418&PagecRef=418&locale=dede1&siteid=kraft-prd> 
7 “Annual Report 2009” Kraft Foods. Retrieved 11th May 2010. Page 3. <http://annualreports.com/company/1050> 
8 “Fact sheet” Kraft Foods. 2008. Retrieved 7th May 2010.   
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/assets/pdf/2008_kraft_fact_sheet.pdf> 
9 “Coffee Brands” Nestlé. Retrieved 27th April 2010. <http://www.nestle.com/Brands/Coffee/CoffeeListing.htm> 
10 “Our Brands” Kraft Foods Retrieved 27th April <http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/Brands/index.aspx>  
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Political Aspects 

 

Coffee is grown in about 70 countries all over the world. As the plants need an appropriate 

amount of sun and rain, most coffee producing regions are around the equator with it´s 

subtropical and tropical climate: South/ Central America (Brazil, with a contribution of 28% 

the world’s biggest coffee producer11, Columbia and Mexico), the Indonesia region (India, 

Vietnam and Indonesia) and the Arabia/ African region (Uganda, Ethiopia and the Ivory 

Coast)12. Those countries satisfy most of the world’s coffee consumption.  

In general, the coffee flavour depends on soil, climate, altitude and the method of 

harvesting13. Higher locations of the cultivable land lead to an improved coffee quality.  

As coffee is a major export commodity14, its worldwide trade is interesting for governments- 

hence political aspects play an essential role.  

Coffee producing countries profit from income taxes, export duties and business taxes. Thus, 

approximately 50% of the foreign exchange earnings of many of the less developed 

countries come from the coffee trade15. Coffee organisations, which will be described later, 

try to achieve price stability on the market and moreover try to protect coffee farmers from 

exploitation.  

The deficient infrastructure is, especially in Africa, another problem. Most governments 

cannot spend sufficient money on infrastructure in rural areas. As a consequence, quality 

and delivery times are affected negatively16.  

 

                                                 
11 Walberg, Ray L. “Learn more about all of the coffee procedures” Ezine @rticles®. Retrieved 22nd May 2010.  
 <http://ezinearticles.com/?Learn-About-All-of-The-Coffee-Producers&id=852513> 
12 “Home brewed: Making your own coffee” The Florida Times-Union, Jackonviell.com. Published 12th March 2009. Retrieved 22         
May 2010. <http://jacksonville.com/lifestyles/food/2009-03-12/story/have_a_cup_of_coffee> 
13 “Home brewed: Making your own coffee” The Florida Times-Union, Jackonviell.com. Issued 12th March 2009. Retrieved 22nd   
May 2010. <http://jacksonville.com/lifestyles/food/2009-03-12/story/have_a_cup_of_coffee> 
14 “The story of coffee” ICO. Retrieved 22nd May 2010. <http://www.ico.org/coffee_story.asp> 
15 “The story of coffee” ICO. Retrieved 22nd May 2010. <http://www.ico.org/coffee_story.asp> 
16 Saeed, Ali. “Farmers need infrastructure and incentives” Yemen Times. Published 19th November 2009. Retrieved 22nd May   
2010. <http://www.yementimes.com/defaultdet.aspx?SUB_ID=33102> 
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Every coffee growing country has its special laws and political regulations and consequently, 

some need more external help than others. A current example is Ethiopia, which is supported 

by Japan with the aim of setting standards and improving quality17.  

 

Economic Aspects 

 

Coffee is, among oil, one of the most valuable products worldwide18 and over 25 million19 

people are employed by the coffee industry. In 2009, 100,000 tons20 were produced.  

Four big companies buy, produce and sell coffee: Nestlé, Procter&Gamble, Sara Lee and 

Kraft Foods. 

 

After being harvested, the coffee beans are delivered to the customers. Coffee beans are 

mostly exported to the USA, followed by Germany, Japan and France21. 

There, coffee beans are washed and roasted. Roasting means giving flavour to the coffee 

beans and this is the most important step in creating value. After the beans are roasted, they 

are ground and blended. During the blending process, Arabica and Robusta coffee beans 

are mixed in order to create a certain flavour. 

Coffee is sold to the consumer either as roasted beans, as powder or as soluble coffee. 

Soluble coffee is created by brewing coffee and drying it to granules afterwards. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 Ojambo, Fred. “Japan to help Ethiopia improve coffee quality to boost trade”. Published 12th February 2010. Retrieved 22nd   
May 2010. <http://poorfarmer.blogspot.com/2010/02/japan-to-help-ethiopia-improve-coffee.html> 
18 “The History of Coffee” Frontline World. Retrieved 5th June 2010.    
<http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/stories/guatemala.mexico/facts.html> 
19 “Welthandel” Deutscher Kaffeeverband. Retrieved 6th June 2010.  
<http://www.kaffeeverband.de/de/kaffeewissen/vom-roh-     zum-roestkaffee/handel/welthandel> 
20 “ Weltweite Kaffeeproduktion 2009-2010 rückläufig” RohstoffWelt. Published 12th February 2010.  
<http://www.rohstoff-welt.de/news/artikel.php?sid=17500> 
21 “The History of Coffee” Frontline World. Retrieved 5th June 2010.    
<http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/stories/guatemala.mexico/facts.html> 
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The flow chart below illustrates the process of coffee production: 

 

 

Figure 2 Flow Chart of Coffee Trade 

 

Coffee is sold via options and future trading at the commodity exchange before it is 

harvested. That means that if a customer buys coffee beans today, he will pay today’s 

market price for the future coffee delivery. It should be noted that coffee prices are quite low, 

hence small family businesses cannot survive with the small earnings they get22. One of the 

major problems in the coffee industry is the harsh working conditions on plantations; workers 

are not paid appropriately and child labour is not uncommon.  

 

Another important issue is the slow increase of the coffee price. In the chart below, the red 

line shows the world price development of raw coffee from 1992 to 2009.  

 

                                                 
22 “Coffee companies under fire as millions face ruin” Press release of Oxfam. Published 18th December 2002. Retrieved 23rd     
May 2010. <http://coffeegeek.com/resources/pressreleases/oxfamsept182002> 
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23 

Figure 3 Preisentwicklung Rohkaffee 

The next table shows that not only prices, but also volume and value of produced coffee 

bags rose. 

24 

Figure 4 Volume and Value of Coffee Trade 

                                                 
23 “Preisentwicklung für Rohkaffee” Deutsche Welle. Retrieved 23rd May 2010. <http://www.dw-  
world.de/image/0,,5372057_1,00.jpg> 
24 “Coffee Market Report  02/2010” ICO. Retrieved 31.03.2010. page 5. <http://dev.ico.org/documents/cmr-0210-e.pdf> 
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To sum it up: Coffee is grown in a so-called coffee belt and there are two main sorts: Arabica 

and Robusta which is mostly of less quality and value. The biggest producers are Brazil, 

Vietnam and Columbia and the biggest consumer countries are USA, Germany, Japan and 

France. Furthermore, the volume of produced coffee and prices increased during the last few 

years.   

 

Social Aspects  

 

Coffee originally comes from Ethiopia and made it´s way to Europe in 161525. Nowadays, 

coffee is consumed everywhere and is one of the world’s favourite beverages, mainly 

because of its unique flavour and its stimulus effect.  

Moreover, cultural differences also play an important role as consumption preferences vary 

according to country and social class. Especially Italy, Germany, Austria, France and the 

USA have strong and special coffee cultures. 

 

Trends in the coffee consumption: 

• Fair trade products/ sustainable coffee production26 

• Light-products (with less caffeine; low-fat milk) 27 

• Bio – products 

• Because of financial situation: increasing consumption of home-brewed coffee 

• Coffee pad machines: easy and quick to prepare 

• Many customers grind their coffee beans at home for freshness 

• Coffeehouses as places for business meetings: comfortable environment, wireless 

internet, cheaper than restaurants28 

 

                                                 
25 “The story of Coffee“ ICO. Retrieved 18th May 2010. <http://www.ico.org/coffee_story.asp> 
26 McGuire, Monica. “The facts about fair trade coffee” Divine Caroline™. Published June 2009. Retrieved 13th May 2010.  
<http://www.divinecaroline.com/22355/79320-facts-fair-trade-coffee> 
27 “Kaffee Trends: Zertifiziert und “light” “ Retrieved 3rd May 2010. <http://www.kaffee.de/kaffee-trends-zertifiziert-und-light> 
28 “Social aspects of coffee” Spiritus-Temporis.com. Retrieved 18th May 2010. <http://www.spiritus-temporis.com/coffee/social-      
aspects-of-coffee.html> 
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Oxfam states that there are problems in the coffee industry:  

• “The global market is oversupplied by 540 million kilograms of coffee each year; 8% 

more coffee is being produced than consumed 

• Roasting companies more often use poorer quality coffee beans than ever before 

thanks to new technologies such as steam cleaning 

• Ten years ago, poor countries’ export sales were worth a third of the total coffee 

market - today, it is just 10%”29 

 

Technical Aspects 

 
Due to the lifestyle role coffee has taken, the coffee business is huge. The supply lines are 

also very complex and require careful monitoring. The variety of people and their profession 

in the coffee business is also very large. Farmers, engineers, controllers and logistics 

personnel all play a significant role in bringing the coffee from the fields into the cups. 

Several research and development centres conduct research on making plants and farming 

more productive. As well as providing plants that bring more fruit, they also offer business 

training and programs for farmers in order to help them maintain the high quality of coffee 

without suffering financial damage due to low coffee prices30.  There are also trends towards 

green coffee. 

 

Required machines: 

• Various tools for the cultivation of plants 

• Drying stage (either special mats to put the coffee beans on or machines that wash 

the pulp off) 

• Roasting machines  

• Transportation: ships, trucks 

                                                 
29 “Coffee companies under fire as millions face ruin” Press release of Oxfam. Published 18th December 2002. Retrieved 23rd  
May 2010. <http://coffeegeek.com/resources/pressreleases/oxfamsept182002> 
30 “Faces of coffee. The Nestlé coffee report.“ Retrieved 31st April 2010. page 57. <http://www.nestlé.com> 
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Environmental Aspects 

 

The coffee production has negative effects on the environment. Trees have to be cut down 

which destroys forests and, in addition, biodiversity. Moreover farmers started using chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides in order to increase productivity. The coffee pulp is often dumped 

into streams and pollutes the water. Farmers often drink the water they use for their 

plantations, which means there is always a danger of being poisoned by pesticides. As the 

farmers are the ones who can assure that the cultivation procedures are environmentally 

friendly, they are the ones who have to be supported and informed about the 

consequences31. In contrast to former sun-cultivated plants, shade-grown coffee is preferred 

nowadays to decrease deforestation.  

 

Furthermore, the WWF calculated that the production of one cup of coffee requires 140 litres 

of water32, including irrigation and all the other processes that are involved in the coffee 

production.  

 

The media reported on various incidents of illegal grown coffee. For example in 2007, 

Robusta coffee was illegally grown in southern Sumatra and bought by large coffee 

producers such as Kraft Foods and Nestlé33.  

Therefore, fair trade and sustainable coffee trade are becoming increasingly important for the 

industry; it is an essential concept at Nestlé and Kraft Foods, too34. Fair Trade established a 

list of environmental rules for international standards.  

 

                                                 
31 “Histoy of the global exchange coffee campaign. Coffee production and labour.“ Starbucks Campaign. Retrieved 23rd May   
2010. <http://www.purefood.org/Starbucks/coffeelabor.htm> 
32 “140 Liter Wasser für einen Kaffee” Spiegel online. Published 25th August 2008.  Retrieved 23rd May 2010.   
<http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-59403082.html> 
33 Lally, Tom. “WWF report: major companies buying coffee illegal grown in tiger, rhino and elephant habitat” WWF®. Retrieved   
23 ”May 2010. <http://www.worldwildlife.org/who/media/press/2007/WWFPresitem903.html> 
34 Conway, Kevin. “A better brew: Toward a sustainable coffee industry” International development research centre. Retrieved   
23 “May 2010. <http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev-62675-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html> 
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Legal aspects 

 

Several organisations deal with the establishment of standards within the coffee industry. 

Those standards include technical characteristics, safety issues, production processes, 

environment protection or working conditions. 

 

In the following, the most important ones will be presented: 

 

a) International Coffee Organization (ICO) 

As an intergovernmental organization for coffee standards this organization initiates several 

projects and the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) for its 77 members, including 45 

exporting and 23 importing countries35. On the one hand, the objective is to establish a 

sustainable coffee economy by providing a set of standards, market studies and sufficient 

information about the coffee industry and all parties involved. On the other hand, it tries to 

increase the coffee consume worldwide.  

The organization initiated a Coffee Quality Improvement Programme (CQP) which gives 

exact numbers and regulations about what kind of coffee is acceptable to be exported.  

 

b) The International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) 

This Canadian-based international institution specializes on policy research, analysis and 

information exchange36. Its aim is the continuous improvement of environmental, social and 

economic conditions on the world. In this context the project “Committee on Sustainability 

Assessment” (COSA) was founded for the coffee sector. 

Different types of coffee farms in Asia, Africa and South America are tested and analysed, 

considering factors like net income, biodiversity, soil health, market access, safety and 

employment contracts to provide a certain standard within that industry37. 

                                                 
35 “About IISD” IISD 2010. Retrieved 28th April 2010. <http://www.iisd.org/about/> 
36 “Mission” ICO. Retrieved 28th April 2010. <http://www.ico.org/mission.asp> 
37 “The committee on sustainability assessment” IISD. Retrieved 28th April 2010. <http://www.iisd.org/standards/cosa.asp> 
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c) The European Coffee Federation (ECF) 

The European Union is increasingly governing coffee companies’ business conduct per 

legislation, for instance by regulating import duties, safety and environmental issues, 

labelling and packaging38. It contributes to international debates by providing information 

about the exporting countries (mostly developing countries) and importing countries.  

The ECF Logistics Committee cares about correct shipping conditions and the Contract 

Committee prepared four bigger general contracts that can be used between seller and 

buyer.  

Even the Nespresso AAA by Nestlé is covered by this organisation39.  

Both, Nestlé UK Ltd. and Kraft Foods UK Ltd. are company members of the ECF.  

 

An interesting tool of governments to control commodity flows and prices is to buy goods to 

reduce the amount of coffee and increase prices, like for example Brazil did. 40 

 

On the whole you can see that several aspects have an impact on the coffee industry. There 

are many things that need to be considered when operating in that area. It is not only the 

recent trend of sustainable management and bio-products, but also the legal framework of 

international and national regulations and ongoing innovations that play an important role.  

 

3.2  Industry Analysis 

 

Analysing the industry and its attractiveness provides us with information whether Nestlé’s 

strategy is suitable and how its strategic measures should be changed in the future. Porter’s 

five forces model and drivers and depressors give us an overview about major influences on 

the industry. 

                                                 
38 “About ECF” European Coffee Organisation. Retrieved 28th April 2010. <http://www.ecf-coffee.org/> 
39 “About ECF” European Coffee Organisation. Retrieved 28th April 2010. <http://www.ecf-coffee.org/> 
40 “Arabica-Kaffee: Gründe die für weiter steigende Preise sprechen“. Investor Verlag. Published 22 May 2009.  Retrieved 11th   
May 2010. <http://www.investor-verlag.de/arabica-kaffee-gruende-die-fuer-weiter-steigende-preise-sprechen/111033931/ > 
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3.2.1. Drivers and Depressors 

 

Drivers for the mass coffee industry are:      

• Research: new technologies, faster information technology, better infrastructure 

• Genetic modifications of coffee plants that would increase productivity 

• Increase in the standard of living, especially in emerging markets 

• Coffee is popular due to the effect of caffeine, especially at times of stress  

 

Depressors for the mass coffee industry are: 

• Development of different lifestyles which would lead to extensive product adaptation 

need  

• Loss of customers because of their change in taste  

• Organisations start to set up environmental and social standards  

• Social networks give customers more bargaining power  

• Growing importance of Fair trade  

• Growing and fluctuating oil, water and electricity prices 

• Fluctuating currencies, especially of the coffee beans exporting countries 
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Conclusion of the drivers and depressors: 

The following graphic is based on our report findings. 

 

Figure 5 Conclusion Drivers and Depressors  

 

3.2.2. Industry Attractiveness  

 

The coffee market is characterised by an oligopoly. Kraft Foods, Sara Lee and Proctor & 

Gamble compete intensively with us. Smaller, national roasters41 exist but they are not as 

powerful as the “big four”.  

We are the market leaders for soluble coffee in the US and in Europe since 1998. The 

following chart summarises the market position in these regions for soluble as well as 

roasted and ground coffee between 1998 and 2002. 

                                                 
41 “Full List of Coffee Roasters”. CoffeeRatings.org. Retrieved: 17 May 2010. <http://www.coffeeratings.com/roaster-   
listings.php> 
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                         42 

Figure 6 Major Roasters’ Market Position 

 

Nestlé wants to succeed by differentiating products. Different forms of coffee: non-portioned 

soluble coffee, portioned soluble coffee, filters coffee - and different coffee beverages - e.g. 

cappuccino, café latte - are offered. Portioned soluble coffee increased the possibility of 

differentiating dramatically.   

The number of worldwide operating coffee producers is unlikely to increase as the size of 

established companies discourages new entrants43.  

Furthermore, the gained knowledge of the big four, patents and coffee prices and impose 

additional barriers for new entrants. Competing in this industry is expensive. 

The Swiss “Ethical Coffee” company has been the only important new entrant during the last 

years. Like Sara Lee, the company wants to produce capsules for our Nespresso machines 

to gain markets share44. Their success would be unlikely thanks to our patents and our 

customers' appreciation of our qualitative products. 

 

                                                 
42 http://www.maketradefair.com/assets/english/CoffeeMarket.pdf page 33 
43 “CoffeeMarket” Oxfam International. Retrieved 28th April 2010. page 34 
<http://www.maketradefair.com/assets/english/CoffeeMarket.pdf>  
44 “Sara Lee Answers Clooney’s Nespresso Query With Cheaper Coffee”. Bloomberg Business Week. Published   
7th April 2010. Retrieved 18th May 2010 <http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-04-07/sara-lee-answers- 
clooney-s-nespresso-query-with-cheaper-coffee.html> 
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We purchase our Arabica coffee beans for Nescafé products from Kenya and Costa Rica45 to 

maintain this quality and to strengthen coffee farmers.  

 

All in all, suppliers have moderate power of bargaining.  

Farmers' incomes and different taxes, as outlined in 3.1 Environmental Analysis as a Basis 

for Competitive Advantage, depend on coffee. In addition, the harvest is influenced by 

weather and usage of fertilizers. As a result, companies may change suppliers. In contrast, 

suppliers can accompany associations to increase their power. Coffee producing countries 

join forces to be more powerful and avoid price fluctuation46. 

 

The low switching costs for coffee products are a negative factor. Filter coffee and non-

portioned soluble coffee have no switching costs. Soluble coffee sold in capsules requires 

special machines and customers will be unlikely to change a brand if they have to buy 

complementary products like coffee machines, although the switching costs are moderate.  

In addition, backward integration would be possible. Customers could buy coffee beans and 

grind them themselves. Albeit, the quality of ground coffee is very high and brewing is less 

time consuming. Therefore, consumers will continue to buy our coffee.  

On the whole, bargaining power of buyers is low. However, we offer differentiated products to 

gain an advantage within the competition.  

Substitute products cause additional competition. Other beverages, including hot beverages 

like tea and drinks containing caffeine are not that important in this area. They are too 

different from coffee to change consumer behaviour. Contrarily, cafés, coffee shops and iced 

coffee influence the market.  

These products are alternatives to traditional brewed coffee and can reduce our sales. 

 

                                                 
45 “Ursprung und Herstellung” Nescafé.  Retrieved 18th May 2010  
<http://www.nescafe.de/Home/KaffeeWelt/RundumNescafe/qualitaet_und_herstellung.htm> 
46 “CoffeeMarket” Oxfam International. Retrieved: 28th April 2010. page 42 
<http://www.maketradefair.com/assets/english/CoffeeMarket.pdf>  
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To conclude, the industry is attractive for the established coffee roasters and multinationals 

deciding to sell coffee but not for new entrants and smaller roasters. An overview can be 

found in the appendix section (Figure 7).  

 

However, this situation will change within the next five years.  

Cafés will be more popular and the bargaining power of suppliers and costumers is going to 

increase. Fair trade supports farmers and raises their rights. Roasters have to respect 

exporters' benefits and the prices for coffee beans might rise.  

As soon as a high number of countries are represented, the choice for roasters is decreasing 

as information concerning cultivation is exchanged. Rising quality of coffee is an advantage. 

 

The access to the internet and especially social networks has positive and negative 

consequences for the big four. The possibilities to advertise via internet will still increase but 

there is also the threat of boycott movements. Customers can join forces to share their views 

and influence others. A single customer does not influence our sales significantly. Customer 

associations have an impact. Facebook is already used to implement these actions for 

example by Greenpeace criticising the usage of palm oil.47 

However, due to the possibility to react quickly to this complaint and as this has been a 

singular case, we rate the current risk as low - but expect a growing occurrence of this 

phenomenon. 

In conclusion, the threat of new entrants and rivalry will not change significantly and the 

industry attractiveness is decreasing.  

                                                 
47  “Social media can help save the planet, says Greenpeace boss.“ CNN.com. Published 24th May 2010. Retrieved 1st June   
2010 <http://edition.cnn.com/2010/TECH/05/24/eco.greenpeace.nestle/> 
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We summarised the results of this outlook in a chart. 

 

-------- Five Forces today 

-------- Five Forces in 5 years 

Figure 8 Outlook Five Forces 
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3.3 Market Segmentation 

Figure 9 Market Segmentation  

 

According to the great variety of coffee products, the market segmentation is very complex. 

We found out that in general the lifestyle depends on income, hence customer coffee 

preferences and the willingness to spend money on coffee products, too. On the basis of this 

report we decided to segment the market for coffee drinkers into five major groups: 

 

a) non-portioned soluble coffee, which is in general non-dosed instant coffee from coffee 

boxes (coffee consumers in this segment prefer fast made coffee at low costs) 

 

b) filter coffee (classic way of making coffee, preferred by people at almost every 

segment, but mainly elder people; there are several products at different price levels)  
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c) portioned soluble coffee, which includes dosed coffee in pads, capsules, t-discs, 

Nespresso machines ( is part of a new trend in the coffee industry; reasoned by 

relatively high prices, especially more affluent consumers buy those products and the 

corresponding expensive machines) 

 

d) cafés like Starbucks (in this segment coffee prices are relatively high, consumers 

enjoy the atmosphere in cafés, is also a question of lifestyle and attitude) 

 

e) coffee to go (usually cheap coffee to go, includes consumers like for example 

students or workers; whenever there is no possibility to go home) 

 

4. Strategy 

4.1 Statement of Purpose 

 

 “Good food, good life” (Nestlé) vs. 

“Helping people around the world eat and live bette r.”(Kraft Foods) 

 

Those two statements of purpose clearly show the companies’ approaches to serve the 

customer in the first place. They also both emphasize their high quality. The approach that 

they both take is simple but effective.  Provided that the food is good, people are able to live 

better. 

 Kraft is more focused on the sustainability and corporate governance part to improve their 

reputation. Nestlé has a general good perception in the public and strongly advertises the 

wellness side in its products48. Nestlé was also the first one, who came up with different 

coffee solutions (instant coffee in 193849) – and today Nestlé is widely known.   

 

                                                 
48 „The unrepentant chocolatier“Oct 29th 2009 | LAUSANNE AND VEVEY, From The Economist print edition.   
49 “Nestlé’s Growth Strategy and Business Development” echaeat. Retrieved 16th May 2010  
<http://www.echeat.com/essay.php?t=30979> 
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4.2 Marketing Strategy 

 

Nestlé´s General Strategy 

Nestlé focuses in general on the European market, which makes up about 70% of its sales50. 

Nevertheless, profits tend to decline because of a saturated market and a stagnation of 

population growth. Especially in times of an economic downturn price-performance ratio 

becomes significantly more important.  To maintain constant growth, Nestlé has to focus on 

emerging markets as well. Serving the arising demand of developing countries gives Nestlé 

the opportunity to keep on growing51. Through acquisitions of small local brands in 

developing countries, Nestlé enters the local market at an early stage in order to penetrate 

the market before competitors do so.  

Nestlé is a global company that is active in almost every country in the world. To ensure 

growth and efficiency, Nestlé developed a special organisational structure (see chart below) 

that enables it to keep the company together as a whole but also to adapt to local changes. It 

implements a so called transnational strategy52, which means that Nestlé centralizes when it 

comes to production, logistics, supply-chain management and innovation management. On 

the other hand, the closer Nestlé comes to the consumer, important activities such as 

branding, pricing, communication and production are decentralized in order to adapt flexible 

and fast to local changes. That means regarding to strategic decisions, all subsidiaries are 

given their freedom by acting independently from its headquarters. Furthermore, Nestlé also 

established a regional structure to group the sections according to continents. 

                                                 
50 “At a Glance – Introduction” Nestlé. Retrieved 5th May 2010   
<http://www.nestle.com/AllAbout/AtGlance/Introduction/Introduction.htm> 
51  “Nestlé CEO: Growth, More Influence from Emerging Mkts” Dow Jones Deutschland. Published 7th May 2010. Retrieved18th   
May 2010 <http://www.dowjones.de/site/2010/05/nestle-ceo-growth-more-influence-from-emerging-mkts.html> 
52 “Transnational Organization”  Reference for Business. Retrieved 20th May 2010   
<http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/management/Tr-Z/Transnational-Organization.html> 
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            53 

Figure 10 Organigramme Nestlé 

 

Strategy for Nestlé’s Coffee branch 

Nestlé offers a variety of coffee products, all branded either under “Nescafé” or “Nespresso” 

(see appendix, presentation of coffee products). Although Nestlé builds its growth to 2/3 on 

acquisitions (several thousand brand operate in the company), it developed its coffee branch 

on its own. Other product branches such as Maggi, which became part of Nestlé, are sold 

under its original name instead of using Nestlé, to keep its former customers. There is an 

                                                 
53 “Organizational Chart of Nestlé” Nestlé. Published January 2010. Retrieved 10th May 2010. Page 1    
<http://www.nestle.com/Resource.axd?Id=86721B35-B0A8-4719-A797-3B7BA6E238F9>  
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easy formula: acquisitions are sold under their original names, new brand inventions labeled 

under Nestlé. In essence, Nestlé follows a family branding strategy54. 

 

Marketing Strategy & Product Positioning 

For the marketing of Nescafé, Nestlé uses a family brand strategy. Different kinds of Nescafé 

(Nescafé Gold, Dolce Gusto etc.) are marketed with strong emphasis of the brand name. 

Introduced in 1938 Nescafé is derived from Nestlé and café which reinforces the company-

brand relationship.   

Although Nescafé belongs to the group of non-portioned soluble coffee, it is priced relatively 

high in comparison to other brands. Nestlé does clearly not compete in price. Otherwise, this 

would not support its perception as a high-quality product. It differentiates its products to 

serve different tastes and preferences. Therefore, it created more than 500 flavours55. 

Furthermore, Nescafé is constantly being improved to meet customers’ expectations, first the 

introduction of the “Golden Blend” in 196556 and afterwards the “full-aroma process” in 1994. 

To react to the current trend of healthy nutrition and organic farming, Nestlé recently 

introduced the “Green Blend”57 in Germany, which contains antioxidants that help protecting 

cells in a human body.   

Nestlé uses a single-brand strategy for Nespresso. Nespresso (Nestlé and Espresso) is 

promoted as an exclusive coffee product, situated in the premium price segment for those 

customers who are really willing to pay a high price to receive exceptional quality and 

personalised customer service. Nestlé invented a whole special system for its Nespresso 

coffee capsules with machines supplied by well-known companies such as Siemens and 

                                                 
54 “Family Branding” answers.com. Retrieved 16th Ma 2010. <http://www.answers.com/topic/family-  
branding>  
55 “The Unrepentant Chocolatier“ LAUSANNE AND VEVEY, From The Economist print edition. Published 29th October 2009.  
Retrieved 28th May 2010 
56 „Nescafé coffees“ Nescafé ®. Retrieved 20th May 2010.  
<http://www.nescafe.com/worldwide/en/nescafe/Pages/Nescafe+products.aspx> 
57 „Nescafé ® Green blend. Retrieved 20th May 3010 <http://greenblend.ch/> 
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Krups. The machines are custom-built models, only made for Nespresso capsules. This 

strengthens the image of exclusivity and luxury. In addition, Nespresso is protected by 1700 

patents58.   

The concept works: Nespresso has an annual growth rate of 30%59 and operates in 50 

countries, selling in more than 79 prestigious boutiques in key cities around the world60. It 

became the fastest-growing brand within the Nestlé group in 2006. Nespresso is one of its 

“billion dollar brands”. This surely points out that Nespresso is an essential part of Nestlé’s 

business.  

To further develop and defend its prestigious position, Nespresso launched an advertising 

campaign starring George Clooney in 2006. The slogan “Nespresso, what else?”61 rapidly 

became popular around the world. The spots seem very authentic, because they are kept in 

English; it works with subtitles for the common understanding. In this way, the 

advertisements can be broadcasted internationally without many changes. 

Apart from Nespresso, “Nescafé Dolce Gusto” also has its own machines, but it is lower 

priced than Nespresso to reach a wider range of customers. Dolce Gusto is dedicated to 

those people who combine high quality and Italian lifestyle. It was invented as a reaction to 

Kraft’s “Tassimo” concept, which will be explained later. 

 

 

 

                                                 
58 „Kaffeemarkt: Billig-Kapseln im Anrollen” Kurier. Published 29th March 2010. Retrieved 28th May 2010  
<http://kurier.at/wirtschaft/1990215.php> 
59 Paul Betts. “Nestle refines its arsenal in the luxury coffee war”. Financial Times. Published 28th April 2010. Retrieved 5th May   
2010. Page visited: 10.05.2010, cannot be seen anymore for free <http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/2ba9f2fc-525d-11df-8b09- 
00144feab49a.html> 
60 Fin. Talea. “The launch of the brand new Nespresso advertising campaign “George Who?” in Amsterdam” Splash Magazines  
Worldwide. Retrieved 28th May 2010  
<http://www.lasplash.com/publish/Entertainment/cat_index_amsterdam_entertainment/The_launch_of_the_brand_new_Nespre
sso_advertising_campaign_George_Who_in_Amsterdam.php> 
61 “Ein himmlisches Duo für Nespresso: George Clooney und John Malkovic” Horizont.net. Published 6th November 2009.   
Retrieved 28th May 2010 <http://www.horizont.net/aktuell/marketing/pages/protected/Ein-himmlisches-Duo-fuer-Nespresso- 
George-Clooney-und-John-Malkovic_88327.html> 
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Kraft Strategy 

62 

Figure 11 The New Kraft Foods Operating Model 

 

After Kraft’s three-year reorganisation63 starting in 2007, it now also follows a transnational 

strategy, applying both centralisation and decentralisation. Formerly, the company was 

unable to adapt quickly to changes, because decision making was highly centralized64. 

Single business units had almost no freedom to interact. As the new operating model shows, 

the corporate core now only gives the overall strategy and controls the results of its Business 

Units. The framework is set by the corporate policy and the business units can act more or 

less independently from the headquarters. This allows Kraft Foods to react to changes 

quickly. Business Units are primarily grouped according to functions such as marketing, 

research and development and finance. Secondly, there is also a division for the US market 

and another division for Europe, Latin America, Asia etc.  

                                                 
62 “Inside the Kraft Foods Transformation” strategy and business.com. Retrieved 5th May 2010, Page 7 <http://www.strategy- 
business.com/media/file/sb56_09307.pdf> 
63 “Inside the Kraft Foods Transformation” strategy and business.com. Retrieved 5th May 2010, Page 7 <http://www.strategy- 
business.com/media/file/sb56_09307.pdf> 
64 “Measuring Organizational Culture” Retrieved 24th April <http://www.web-books.com/eLibrary/NC/B0/B58/051MB58.html> 
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Kraft’s strategy is also mainly based on acquisitions. Approximately 81 brands belong to the 

Kraft group; they operate in 160 countries in the world.  

 

Strategy of Kraft’s coffee branch 

Kraft uses a different approach in its coffee business than Nestlé. Whereas Nestlé invented 

its own concept and markets it under a name quite similar to its company name, Kraft goes 

the other way round. Kraft’s coffee branch is very large and includes well-known brands65 

such as Jacobs, Maxwell House, Grand Mère, Gevalia, Onko and Carte Noir. Kraft’s coffee 

business concentrates on filter coffee, having only three brands that produce not portioned 

soluble coffee (Jacobs, Kenco and General Foods International). In contrast to Nestlé, the 

coffee business does not play such a big role for Kraft due to the fact that beverages only 

account for about 17% of Kraft’s net revenues in 200966. Nevertheless, Maxwell House and 

Jacobs belong to its nine largest brands. 

Although a bit out of date, the table mentioned earlier in Industry Attractiveness, clearly 

shows where Nestlé and Kraft are competing against each other. It shows the same position 

for Nestlé and Kraft in the US and the EU. Kraft is very strong in the segment of roast coffee; 

Nestlé has a great stake in soluble coffee. 

Kraft’s different coffee brands are not necessarily present in every country. Grand Mère and 

Carte Noir are not in the same countries present as Jacobs, especially to avoid cannibalism.  

Kraft uses a multi-branding strategy67 for its coffee branch.  More or less similar products, in 

this case coffee products, compete under different and unrelated brands within the same 

company (Kraft Food). This serves to reach a wide range of customers, especially those, 

who like to experiment with different brands.  For marketing this means that all products are 

promoted under their original name, the corporate name Kraft is in the background. This 

serves the purpose that customer feel that they stay with the “old” and traditional product. 

                                                 
65 “2009 Factsheet” Kraft Foods. Retrieved 25th May 2010. Page 7.    
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/assets/pdf/kraft_foods_fact_sheet.pdf> 
66“2009 Factsheet” Kraft Foods. Retrieved 25th May 2010. Page 2.    
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/assets/pdf/kraft_foods_fact_sheet.pdf>  
67 “Multi-Brand-Strategy” BusinessDictionary.com. Retrieved 25th May 2010 <http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/multi-  
brand-strategy.html> 
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Often they do not know that the brand actually belongs to Kraft. To highlight this, the 

example of Jacobs can be used. Jacobs joined Kraft in 199268 and is still marketed under this 

name. Jacobs is a formerly German company that started business in 189569. Over the years 

it established a reputation as a quality filter coffee. Eliminating the brand name and replacing 

it by Kraft would certainly have destroyed its reputation and the traditional aspect. This could 

have turned into a loss of customers. In general, the coffee branch of Kraft focuses mainly on 

the ordinary customer than on lifestyle. Formerly, Kraft did not compete directly with Nestlé in 

the same segment. Nestlé concentrates on the lifestyle segment, which is willing to pay 

higher prices for a sense of exclusivity. On the contrary, Kraft targeted the older generations, 

for those who “just” want to have a good cup of coffee instead of creating a whole new coffee 

culture and expressing themselves. But Kraft also launched a special system called 

“Tassimo”70, which targets lifestyle conscious people in the higher price segment. Tassimo 

competes with Nestlé’s Dolce Gusto and Nespresso in the same segment. It also uses 

customer-built machines produced by Bosch, but it lacks such a prestigious position like 

Nespresso. To boost their marketing and distribution, Starbucks and Kraft Foods have 

recently signed a licensing agreement71 for their packaged coffee in grocery stores, natural 

food stores etc. in the U.S. and Canada. They also agreed on help for the promotion of 

Kraft’s Tassimo discs (introduced in 200672) in various countries including Germany, Spain, 

the UK and the U.S. Kraft is the leader73 in the grocery retail business with its Tassimo 

capsules. The rest is divided among Nescafé Dolce Gusto, Tchibo and Delica. 

To give an overview the following chart is supposed to show the market entrance of 

Nespresso, Tassimo and Nescafé Dolce Gusto.  

                                                 
68 “Kraft Jacobs Suchard AG” FundingUniverse. Retrieved 18th May 2010 <http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company- 
histories/Kraft-Jacobs-Suchard-AG-Company-History.html> 
69 “Jacobs Geschichte, Firmenchronik” Jacobs. Retrieved 28th May 2010 <http://www.jacobs.at/jacobs3/page?siteid=jacobs3- 
 prd&locale=atde1&PagecRef=31#> 
70 “Tassimo” Retrieved 16th May 2010 <http://www.tassimo.de/tassimo/page?PagecRef=1>  
71 “Starbucks Corporation Fact sheet: Global Consumer Products Group” Starbucks.com. Published April 2010. Retrieved 5th   
May 2010 <http://news.starbucks.com/images/10041/Starbucks%20CPG%20Overview%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf> 
72 “Kaffeemarkt: Billig-Kapseln im Anrollen” Kurier. Published 29th March 2010. Retrieved 28th May 2010  
<http://kurier.at/wirtschaft/1990215.php> 
73 “Kaffeemarkt: Billig-Kapseln im Anrollen” Kurier. Published 29th March 2010. Retrieved 28th May 2010  
<http://kurier.at/wirtschaft/1990215.php> 
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Nespresso           

  (Nestlé)  
 
    1988 74 
                              Tassimo 

         (Kraft Foods)  
    
    2006 75 

                Dolce Gusto  

                                                     � but first market entry in                                    (Nestlé) 
                                                          France in 2004, for a  

          two-year test phase76 

    2006 77  

 
 
            

 
 
Figure 12 Nespresso, Tassimo, Dolce Gusto  
 
 

5. Resources and Capabilities 

5.1 Tangible Resources 

 

Facilities 

• Production sites  

 

According to the report “The changing world of coffee”, Nestlé maintains 27 coffee plants78 

around the globe. Examples are the plant in Mainz, which is used to roast coffee, or the plant 

in Avenches Switzerland where Nespresso is produced. 

Kraft Foods maintains 168 production sites worldwide79. The exact number of sites involved 

in coffee production is not available. Examples of such sites are to be found in Berlin and 

                                                 
74 Baschek, Eckhard “Nespresso: Das Glück aus der Kapsel” Handelszeitung online. Published 26th October 2010. Retrieved  
28th May 2010. <http://www.handelszeitung.ch/artikel/Unternehmen-Nespresso-Das-Glueck-aus-der-Kapsel__31591.html> 
75 “Kaffeemarkt: Billig-Kapseln im Anrollen”Kurier. Published 29th March 2010. Retrieved 28th May 2010.   
<http://kurier.at/wirtschaft/1990215.php> 
76 “Kraft Foods erfindet das Portionensystem neu” Retrieved 28th May 2010. Page 2  
<http://www.kraftfoods.ch/kraft/downloads/chde1/Pressetext%20Tassimo_MM_d_lang_050228.pdf> 
77 “Nescafé dolce Gusto” Coffee Scout®. Published 26th April 2007. Retrieved 28th May 2010. <http://www.thats- 
coffee.com/cms/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=498&Itemid=5> 
78 “The nestle coffee report – faces of coffee“ Retrieved 7th June 2010. page 44.      
<http://www.nestle.com/Resource.axd?Id=EB37A15C-2735-4384-9E29-2E39B4F022C2> 
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Vienna. But its R&D centre for coffee is located in Banbury, UK. There, brands like Mellow 

Birds™, Kenco™ and Maxwell House™ are manufactured80. 

 

• Research centres 81 

Nestlé runs 28 research and development centres around the globe. Six of these centres 

conduct research in the area of coffee.  

Nestlé holds Product Technology Centres (PTC)  which focus on particular businesses. 

Each of these centres provides expertise in specific product categories. They are the main 

source for global product and process development. 

Research and Development Centres (R&D)  work closely with PTC, meet regional scientific 

demands and help local application groups. 

 

Kraft does not conduct as much research on coffee as Nestlé82. Kraft supports many different 

institutions who are involved in creating sustainability in the coffee growing business. These 

are governmental institutions and NPOs such as the Rainforest Alliance or the Sustainable 

Agriculture Initiative (SAI). Particularly, Kraft chooses a project proposed by these institutions 

and implements them by using its financial resources and know-how. 

 

5.2. Intangible Resources 

 

Culture, reputation and R&D management of Nestlé and Kraft Foods will be examined in this 

section. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
79 “Kraft Foods Inc. Annual Report 2009” Kraft Foods. Retrieved 7th June 2010 
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/MediaCenter/index.aspx> 
80 “Banbury”. Kraft Foods. Retrieved 14th May 2010 <http://www.kraftfoods.co.uk/kraft/page?siteid=kraft- 
prd&locale=uken1&PagecRef=2297&Mid=2297> 
81 “Global R&D” Nestlé. Retrieved 31st May 2010 <http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/GlobalRnD/GlobalRnD.htm> 
82 “Auf fruchtbarem Boden” Kraft. Retrieved 1st June 2010  
<http://www.kraftfoods.de/kraft/downloads/dede1/Kaffeebroschuere_web.pdf> 
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Culture 

Nestlé has a strong culture that concentrates on stakeholders´ satisfaction and innovation83. 

In contrast, Kraft´s culture consists of employee and consumer satisfaction and diversity. 

Kraft has founded special councils for diversity, for instance the Women Sales Council84. 

Furthermore, Kraft aims at providing employees with the chance of balanced lives and offers 

convenient services in its headquarters and management centres, for example dry cleaning 

and fitness studios85. 

 

Reputation Management 

There was a scandal in 2007 that hit reputation of both companies. WWF published a report 

about illegal Robusta coffee plantations in a national park in Indonesia together with a list 

with the main buyers from these plantations. The figure from WWF shows that Kraft was the 

major buyer of these coffee beans.  

86 

Figure 13 Groups Receiving Lampung Coffee in the year of the investigation 2003 (in metric   
                tons) 
 

                                                 
83 “Culture and Values”. Nestlé Waters. Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://careers.nestle-   
watersna.com/WhoWeAre/CultureAndValues.aspx> 
84 “Kraft Foods´ Diversity Vision“ Kraft Foods. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://brands.kraftfoods.com/careers/ourCulture/diversity.htm> 
85 “The Workplace” Kraft. Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://brands.kraftfoods.com/careers/ourCulture/workplace.htm> 
86 “Top 10 Groups Receiving Lampung Coffee in the Year in the Investigation in 2003” Retrieved 8th June 2010  
<http://nuthatch.typepad.com/.shared/image.html?/photos/uncategorized/wwfgraph1.jpg.> 
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Furthermore, ED&F Man has been a supplier for the brand Maxwell House. Nestlé was also 

a major buyer of the illegally grown Robusta, especially in 2003-200587.  

As a reaction to the report Nestlé admitted that they had problems to determine the origin of 

coffee when buying from intermediaries88 and that 40% of the Robusta beans from Indonesia 

were being bought from intermediaries, not directly from farmers89. 

Today, Nestlé aims at building up a sustainable and responsible supply chain. Nestlé 

partnered, as the first from the “Big Four”, with The Forest Trust to help to stop rainforest 

deforestation caused by coffee and palm oil production.90 

Kraft Foods´ reputation was hurt because of the hostile takeover of Cadbury in April 201091. 

 

Innovation Management 
 
Nestlé has the largest research base of the food industry. It is in the list of 50 Most Innovative 

Companies in the Bloomberg Business Week rankings 2010 at the 36th rank. Its last 

innovations were Nescafé Dolce Gusto and Nescafé Green Blend92.  

In 2008, Nestlé spent $1.7bn on R&D, whereas Kraft Foods only spent $500million93. 

The research is very scientific, for instance nutrition and its effect on human metabolism are 

analysed94. 

Furthermore, we created a Corporate Venture Programme for development and 

implementation of new ideas in 2006, where we form partnerships with universities, small 

businesses and big corporations. We use these partnerships for development of ideas when 

                                                 
87 “Illegal coffee growing threatens wildlife, Kraft major buyer“. Coffeehabitat.com. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.coffeehabitat.com/2007/01/illegal_coffee_.html> 
88 “Habitats still destroyed for cheap corporate coffee“. Coffeehabitat.com. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.coffeehabitat.com/2007/12/more-on-indones.html> 
89 “Nestlé and Starbucks respond to illegal coffee report“. Coffeehabitat.com. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.coffeehabitat.com/2007/01/nestle_and_star.html> 
90 “Nestlé open forum on deforestation, Malaysia” Nestlé. Retrieved 7th June 2010   
<http://www.nestle.com/InvestorRelations/Events/AllEvents/Nestle_open_forum_on_deforestation_Malaysia.htm> 
91 Wardell, Jane. “British lawmakers say Kraft´s reputation damaged by hostile Cadbury takeover battle”. Business News.  
Published 6th April 2010. Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://blog.taragana.com/business/2010/04/06/british-lawmakers-say- 
krafts-reputation-damaged-by-hostile-cadbury-takeover-battle-48091/> 
92 “News and Events”. Nestlé. Retrieved 5th June 2010  
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/NewsAndEvents/AllNewsAndEvents/Nestle_named_in_50_most_innovative_companie
s.htm> 
93 “The Unrepentant Chocolatier. Lausanne and Vevey”. Oct 29th 2009. The Economist Print Edition. 
94 “Future”. Nestlé. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/Innovations/FutureGlimpse/FutureGlimpse.htm> 
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our internal research centres lack experience. The following graphic shows some of our 

current partners. 

95 

Figure 14 The „Wider Nestlé“ 

 

 Nestlé has over 20,000 patents worldwide with an average speed of 250 new patents 

coming every year96. Nespresso has over 1,700 own patents97. Moreover, Nestlé has a new 

patent on genetically modified plants that produce three-times more coffee beans than the 

natural ones since 200698. In November 2009, Nestlé signed an agreement with Indonesian 

Coffee and Cocoa Research (ICCR) to develop genetically modified plants of Indonesian 

origin99. In February 2010 it signed a co-operation with the Mexican government to develop 

genetically modified plants for Mexican farmers100. 

On the contrary, Kraft Foods has only a few coffee patents. In 1999 it patented a method to 

produce soluble coffee with intensified aroma and flavours101. Newly, in May 2010, Kraft 

                                                 
95 “Innovation Partnerships“. Nestlé. Retrived 7th June 2010  
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/GlobalRnD/OpenInnovationAndPartners/OpenInnovationAndPartners.htm> 
96 “News and Events”. Nestlé. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/NewsAndEvents/AllNewsAndEvents/Nestle_tops_food_industry_patent_filings.htm> 
97 “Kaffeemarkt: Billig-Kapseln im Anrollen”. Kurier. Published 29th March 2010. Retrieved 7th June 2010   
<http://kurier.at/wirtschaft/1990215.php> 
98 Greenpeace. “Nestlé obtains patent on genetically engineered coffee”. Organic Consumers Association. Published 14th April  
 2006. Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://www.organicconsumers.org/ge/coffee060417.cfm> 
99 “News and Events. Nestlé. Published 15th November 2009. Retrieved 7th June 2010   
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/NewsAndEvents/AllNewsAndEvents/Agreement_ICCRI.htm> 
100 “News and Events”. Nestlé. Published 5th February 2010. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.nestle.com/NestleResearch/NewsAndEvents/AllNewsAndEvents/Mexican_government_work_with_Nestle_cocoa_c
offee_productivity.htm> 
101 “EP0985350 20.04.2000” PatentDe. Retrieved 14th May 2010 <http://www.patent-de.com/20000420/EP0985350.html> 
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patented a coffee packaging method102 and a method for production of foaming soluble 

powder103. 

 

5.3. Financial Resources 

 

Nestlé 

 
104 

Figure 15 Nestlé financial development in bn US $ 

 

Nestlé is listed on the SWX Swiss Exchange in Zurich105.  In an overall 5 year review the 

company has moved from about $78 bn to $92.1 bn. Although sales decreased in 2009 

Nestlé has generated growth over five5 consecutive years.106 

 Because of high geographical diversity and their evenly shifted risks107 Nestlé has a double 

A credit rating from Fitch, Standard and Poors, Moody´s. Johannes Führ recommended 

Nestlé bonds in an interview because they make a bulk amount of their sales in strongly 

growing third world countries108. These developments show that the crisis year 2009 did not 

hit Nestlé as hard as other companies. 

                                                 
102 “Plastic coffee container with top load support by a particulate product” patents.com. Retrieved 14th May 2010  
<http://www.patents.com/Plastic-coffee-container-top-load-support-particulate-product-7712624.html> 
103 “Method of preparing a foaming soluble coffee powder” patents.com. Retrieved 14th May 2010    
<http://www.patents.com/Method-preparing-a-foaming-soluble-coffee-powder-7713565.html> 
104 “Nestle Quick Facts 2009” Nestlé. Retrieved 7th June 2010<http://www.nestle.com/AllAbout/FAQs/CurrentIssues/FAQs.htm>; 
All exchanges rates $ - CHF: 1 – 1,16, Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fxc.html>; 
“Nestlé mit weniger Gewinn und Umsatz” wiwo.de. Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://www.wiwo.de/unternehmen- 
maerkte/nestle-mit-weniger-gewinn-und-umsatz-422797/>; “Financial statements 2009” Nestlé. Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://www.nestle.com/InvestorRelations/Investor+Relations.htm> 
105 “ Nestlé S.A. concentrates trading of its shares on SWX Swiss Exchange” Nestlé.Retrieved 7th June 2010 
<http://www.nestle.com/MediaCenter/PressReleases/AllPressReleases/TradingSWX-30May05.htm?Tab=2005> 
106 “Nestle Quick Facts 2009” Nestlé. Retrieved 7th June 2020 <http://www.nestle.com/AllAbout/FAQs/CurrentIssues/FAQs.htm> 
107 “Kreditrating/  Nestlé: Fitch bestätigt “AA+”-Rating- Aublick “stabil” “ Stocks. Reitrieved 7th June 2020 
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Food and Beverages sales were at about $11.2 bn 109 in 2009. This makes about 13.1 %110 

of all sales. Withstanding the world wide crisis Nescafé and Kitkat generated a growth of    

4.1 %111. 

Individual investments (344. 8 million in Avenches) show that Nestlé has the capability to 

stem major investments. 

 

Kraft  

 
112 

Figure 16 Kraft financial development in bn US $ 

 

Kraft Foods Inc. is a member of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, Standard & Poor´s 500 

and the Dow Jones Sustainability Index and Ethical Sustainability Index. Kraft made a profit 

of $710 mn in the fourth quarter of 2009. 

Kraft received a BBB credit rating from Standard & Poors in February of 2010.113 Over a 

period of 3 years Kraft Foods shared have fallen from the annual high of $37.20 in 2007 to 

$29.84.114 This may indicate that Kraft Foods has also not been hit too hard by the crisis in 

2009 due to the fact that sales in 2009 were significantly higher than in 2007 and only a little 

lower than 2008.115 

Beverages sales were at $8.3 bn making for 17 % of all sales.116 

With the acquisition of Cadbury Kraft Foods is stemming a major investment over $11.9 

bn117. This shows that Kraft is also able to stem major investments. 

                                                 
109 “Nestlé Quick Facts 2009” Nestlé. Retrieved: 7th June 2010. <http://www.nestle.com/Resource.axd?Id=1080C5F4-7CCB-
4E72-9106-2C23AF9DCDF7> 
110 “Nestlé Quick Facts 2009” Nestlé. Retrieved: 7th June 2010.<http://www.nestle.com/Resource.axd?Id=1080C5F4-7CCB-
4E72-9106-2C23AF9DCDF7> 
111  “Nestlé mit weniger Gewinn und Umsatz” Wirtschaftswoche. Published: 19th February 2010. Retrieved: 7th June 2010  
<http://www.wiwo.de/unternehmen-maerkte/nestle-mit-weniger-gewinn-und-umsatz-422797/> 
112 “Kraft Foods 2009 Annual Report“ Kraft Foods Retrieved 7th June 2010  
<http://ccbn.10kwizard.com/cgi/convert/pdf/KRAFTFOODSINC10K.pdf?ipage=6786636&num=-
2&pdf=1&xml=1&cik=1103982&odef=8&rid=12&quest=1&xbrl=0&dn=2&dn=3> 
113 “Kraft Foods Inc.'s $9.5 Billion Senior Unsecured Notes Rated 'BBB-'”alacrastore.com Retrieved: 7th June 2010 
<http://www.alacrastore.com/research/s-and-p-credit-research-
Kraft_Foods_Inc_s_9_5_Billion_Senior_Unsecured_Notes_Rated_BBB-773666> 
114 “2009 Fact Sheet” Kraft Foods Retrieved: 7th June 2010 
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/assets/pdf/kraft_foods_fact_sheet.pdf> 
115 “2009 Fact Sheet” Kraft Foods Retrieved: 7th June 2010 
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/assets/pdf/kraft_foods_fact_sheet.pdf> 
116 “2009 Fact Sheet” Kraft Foods Retrieved: 7th June 2010 
<http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/assets/pdf/kraft_foods_fact_sheet.pdf> 
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5.4. Human Resources 

 

The $8.96million profits generated in 2009118 do not just come from good branding and 

innovation. Nestlé staff has a significant influence on the productivity and well being of the 

company. For a company with locations all over the world and 265,000 employees119 it is 

important that the whole staff takes on responsibility every day. 

We believe in long term relationships120 and try to shift employees to vacant positions when 

their position is not available anymore121. Mostly, we try to employ internally but we always 

compare it with external options to reach the best match for the position. Job rotation is not a 

tool we like to work with as we want our employees to develop skills in specialized 

environments122. Employees are remunerated above the average benchmark and receive a 

salary and variable benefits123. 

Candidates for management positions must bring international experience with them and 

have participated in group development initiatives such as GLOBE, SMPT and others124. 

Managers also enjoy training at our International Training Centre in Rive-Reine 

(Switzerland). 

With 103,000 employees125 Kraft Foods is also a major employer. Diverse staff is the policy 

at Kraft and is essential for success as it brings more perspectives which help meet 

consumer needs better.126 

                                                                                                                                                         
117 “Cadbury Accepts Kraft’s Raised 11.9 Billion-Pound Bid (Update5)” bloomsberg.com Last updated: 19th January 2010 
Retrieved: 7th June 2010 <http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601103&sid=aXfyYRBgZxAg> 
118

  “Nestlé mit weniger Gewinn und Umsatz” Wirtschaftswoche. Published: 19th February 2010. Retrieved: 7th June 2010 
<http://www.wiwo.de/unternehmen-maerkte/nestle-mit-weniger-gewinn-und-umsatz-422797/> 
119

  “Job Opportunities with Nestlé” Nestlé Retrieved 7th June 2010 <http://www.nestle.com/Careers/Introduction/Careers.htm> 
120

 “The Nestlé Human Resources Policy” Nestlé Retrieved 7th June 2010. Page 7 
<http://www.careers.nestle.com/NR/rdonlyres/09DFA44E-2206-406A-BF23-
8EB09D5DE44E/81594/HumanResourcesPolicy.pdf>  
121

  “The Nestlé Human Resources Policy” Nestlé Retrieved 7th June 2010. Page 9 
<http://www.careers.nestle.com/NR/rdonlyres/09DFA44E-2206-406A-BF23-
8EB09D5DE44E/81594/HumanResourcesPolicy.pdf>   
122 “The Nestlé Human Resources Policy” Nestlé Retrieved 7th June 2010. Page 14 
<http://www.careers.nestle.com/NR/rdonlyres/09DFA44E-2206-406A-BF23-
8EB09D5DE44E/81594/HumanResourcesPolicy.pdf>   
123 “The Nestlé Human Resources Policy” Nestlé Retrieved 7th June 2010. Page 11 
<http://www.careers.nestle.com/NR/rdonlyres/09DFA44E-2206-406A-BF23-
8EB09D5DE44E/81594/HumanResourcesPolicy.pdf>   
124

 “The Nestlé Human Resources Policy” Nestlé Retrieved 7th June 2010.Page 14 
<http://www.careers.nestle.com/NR/rdonlyres/09DFA44E-2206-406A-BF23-
8EB09D5DE44E/81594/HumanResourcesPolicy.pdf>   
125

 “Karriere bei Kraft Foods” Kraft Foods Retrieved 8th June 2010 <http://www.kraftfoods.de/kraft/page?siteid=kraft-
prd&locale=dede1&PagecRef=3131&Mid=3131> 
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In opposite to Nestlé Kraft does implement job rotation so that employees receive a picture of 

the whole company. Graduates go through a week of getting to know the company before 

they start as junior managers of a certain field. After they have successfully completed this 

stage they rotate for six months before they return to their field where taking the position of 

the manager may be the next step.127  

 

6. Value Chain Analysis 

 

The following text aims to compare the value chains of Nestlé and Kraft Foods by using a 

simple flow chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
126

 “People and Diversity” Kraft Foods Retrieved: 8th June 2010 <http://www.kraftfoodscompany.com/Responsibility/people-and-
diversity.aspx> 
127

 “Hochschulabsolventen” Kraft Foods Retrieved: 8th June 2010  
<http://www.kraftfoods.de/kraft/page?siteid=kraft-prd&locale=dede1&PagecRef=3000&Mid=3000> 
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In the following Nestlé´s value chain can be seen: 

 

Figure 17 Nestlé Value Chain 
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Now, Kraft Foods’ value chain will be presented according to the same float chart: 
 

 

Figure 18 Kraft Foods Value Chain 
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7. Summary of strategy 

 

We outlined the important aspects of the different strategies in the previous sections. In order 

to sum up the results, one has to analyse the consequences for all parties involved in the 

coffee production. We concentrated on consumers, suppliers, employees and competitors as 

representatives of the industry. Furthermore, an overview can be found in the appendix 

section (Figure 19). 

  

Consumers of coffee 

Nestlé believes in satisfying consumers' wishes. In terms of coffee, customers expect high 

quality. We offer high-standard coffee128 and additionally differentiate in order to conform to 

different lifestyles.  

 

Kraft Foods included the support of a healthier lifestyle in the statement of purpose, too. 

However, the company does not always support customers' advantages. Kraft Foods 

admitted that price-fixing agreements have been made in Germany. Tchibo GmbH, Melitta 

Kaffee GmbH and Alois Dallmayr Kaffee oHG were punished by a fine129.  

 

Employees 

We accept and implement the United Nations Global Compact's guiding principles on human 

rights and labour130. This means, that employees are treated fairly and Nestlé bans 

compulsory work. Children are not employed before they complete compulsory education. 

Nestlé respects the particular age limits of the different countries. 

 

                                                 
128

“Corporate Business Principles”Nestlé. Publication: May 2010. Retreived: 2nd June 2010. Page 9 
<http://www.nestle.com/Resource.axd?Id=70014B84-A4FC-4F82-BFA0-23939DC52E9D>  
129

“Bußgeldverfahren gegen Kaffeeröster wegen Preisabsprachen” Bundeskartellamt Germany  Publication: 18th December 
2009 Retrieved 28th May 2010  <http://www.bundeskartellamt.de/wDeutsch/download/pdf/Kartell/Kartell09/Fallberichte/B11-018-
08-Fallbeschreibung.pdf> 
130

“Corporate Business Principles” Nestlé Publication: May 2010 Retrieved 2nd June 2010. Page 9 
<http://www.nestle.com/Resource.axd?Id=70014B84-A4FC-4F82-BFA0-23939DC52E9D>  
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Suppliers of coffee 

Nestlé supports farmers by investing in research and development, for instance the 

improvement of crops. The suppliers are paid slightly above the market price131.  

 

Kraft Foods and Nestlé buy coffee beans from Rainforest Alliance certified farms, whereas 

Kraft is the main purchaser of these beans132.  

 

Competitors 

The differences in strategy which have been explained during this report are summarised in 

a table which can be found in the appendix section (Figure 20). 

In a nutshell, Nestlé and Kraft Foods compete especially in the segment of portioned, soluble 

coffee by offering products like Nespresso, Dolce Gusto (Nestlé) and Tassimo (Kraft) and 

with Jacobs and Nestlé in non-portioned soluble coffee. 

 

8. Recommendations 

 

In the coffee industry it is important to treat the coffee farmers in an appropriate way. They 

are an important part of the value chain as they grow all the plants. Payments should honour 

their work and should give them a good basis to live. Moreover, special training programmes 

can help to improve the growing process. Satisfied workers and good labour conditions are 

the basis for a good reputation.  

Another action that needs to be considered is preventing Kraft Foods from copying from 

Nestlé.133 Intellectual property and the competitive advantage need to be better protected.  

                                                 
131“CoffeeMarket.pdf” Oxfam International Retrieved: 28th April 2010. Page 35 
<http://www.maketradefair.com/assets/english/CoffeeMarket.pdf>  
132“Kraft Foods advances its sustainability agenda” Rainforest Alliance Retrieved: 26th May 2010   
<http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/news.cfm?id=nespresso_ecolaboration> 
133See marketing strategy. 
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To gain new market share, Nestlé could build a strategic alliance with coffee houses because 

the coffee house culture is booming. Nestlé could enhance sales numbers and increase its 

popularity.  

A very important issue for future is sustainable management. Sustainable supply chain 

management saves money and protects the environment. 

In addition, it is recommended to change the marketing strategy. Commercials should be 

adapted to the regional characteristics of every country. By doing so, customers can identify 

better with the advertised product. Another idea is to segment the market differently, for 

example dependent on the consumer’s age: cacao drinks with corresponding packaging can 

be advertised to children and espresso to business people.   
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Conclusion 

 

Our report dealt with the strategic comparison of Nestlé and Kraft Foods. The following 

chapter aims at presenting the main outcomes. 

To get a broad overview of the coffee industry we looked at political, economic, social, 

technical, environmental and legal aspects. As coffee is a major export commodity and it is 

grown in about 70 countries worldwide, local laws and regulations play an important role. 

Because of the rising demand and the increasing price, coffee became one of the most 

valuable goods in the world. That is why the steps along the value chain are performed under 

constant price pressure, which also affects the situation of farmers. Coffee is increasingly 

becoming a lifestyle indicator, reflecting current trends like light products and fair trade. 

Sustainability is also a major factor that affects the coffee business, mainly because it has an 

impact on the reputation of the operating companies. Several institutions ensure that certain 

quality, environmental and working standards are met.  

Furthermore, we identified factors that drive and depress the coffee industry, as well as we 

evaluated the industry attractiveness by applying Porter’s Five Forces model. We segmented 

the coffee market according to lifestyle and income to group customers with similar needs 

and wants. We also found out that Nestlé follows a different marketing strategy than Kraft 

Foods. For the marketing of Nescafé a family branding strategy is used, whereas Nespresso 

is sold an exclusive product by a single brand strategy. Kraft for that matter applies a multi-

branding strategy, adopting this way to local markets. With the launch of Kraft’s Tassimo 

concept, both companies compete in the same segment which makes effective branding 

even more important. The main difference in tangible and intangible resources is that our 

competitor Kraft focuses more on human resource management. For Nestlé research and 

development plays a key role in achieving sustainable competitive advantage. Finally, we 

prepared recommendations for Nestlé to further strengthen its market position and that 

Nestlé is able to appeal to more customers.   
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 Appendix 
 

Figure 1  Nestlé and Kraft Foods coffee brands   
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Figure 7  Overview Five Forces 
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Figure 19  Stakeholder Analysis 
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Figure 20  Summary Strategy 
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